The aim of this work is to present a statistical model for acceptance tests of viscosity-temperature curves of crude oils, to help identifying potential deviations caused by experimental errors, inadequate methods or even oil behavior anomalies. An empiric exponential function, which is very used in the petroleum industry to determine relationships between viscosity and temperature regarding oil and by-products, was linearized to serve as model for regression of experimental values obtained from several oil samples. Through analysis of the regression model variance, we can determine the minimum significance level so that experimental values acquired for each oil sample can be in accordance with a theoretical model. As a result, two acceptance criteria were established: one for using data under measurement conditions, and another to be used in estimate calculations, such as interpolations and extrapolations.
INTRODUCTION
Viscosity is not just one of the first, but is also one of the most important oil properties to be determined. Prescience of oil behavior during all extraction stages in reservoirs, and also equipment dimensioning and conditions planning concerning offloading and process activities, depend on the measurement of such rheological property. Besides, many important considerations related to oil quality may be inferred from determining oil viscosity (Dias, 2005; Parkash, 2003; Riazi, 2001; Riazi, 2005) .
Oil is submitted to different temperature conditions along its production and process chain. Since liquid flow characteristics vary according to temperature, it is common practice in the oil industry to use mathematical methods to estimate viscosity under temperatures that are different from those experimentally determined. Many models have been developed to represent the viscosity-temperature function for hydrocarbon mixtures, and some of these models are based on thermodynamics, while others are just empiric models. However, notwithstanding the model used, technicians involved in oil characterization activities must always be concerned with ensuring viscosity measurements with minimum experimental error levels, in order to prevent that such errors, associated to model uncertainty, may compromise estimates reliability.
There are several factors that may compromise accuracy of oil viscosity measurements. Basic or gross mistakes are those that are frequently a result of technician operational failure, inadequate procedure use, or use of defective or noncalibrated measurement instruments. The second group of factors is associated to lack of performance affecting the methodology itself or measurement instruments, and include, for example, low accuracy of some rotary viscosity meters, and restricted application of capillary viscosity meters to liquids with Newtonian behavior (Machado, 2002) . The third and last, but not least, group of factors is related to changes in flow property caused by state changes, even chemical changes, in oil components, such as crystallization, precipitation, evaporation, polymerization, etc (Remizov et al, 2000; Wiehe, 2008) .
In view of a concern to ensure levels of reliability to decision making based on treatment of experimental data with mathematical models, the opportunity to check the coherence between theoretical model and experimental data is not something to be disregarded. The objective of this work is just to establish a systematic procedure to provide acceptance of viscosity experimental data, based on testing the hypothesis that such data are statistically in accordance with a theoretical model for viscosity dependence with temperature, whereby rejection of such hypothesis might be an indication of errors or deviations in behavior.
METHODOLOGY

Viscosity-Temperature Function Model Regression
Among the main current models to represent the viscosity-temperature function for liquid hydrocarbon mixtures, the one most used in the oil industry is the ASTM (American Society of Test and Materials) standard. This empiric model, which was developed from MacCoull & Walther studies in the beginning of the last century, relates cinematic viscosity to absolute temperature in a logarithmic function (ASTM D 341 standard; Riazi, 2005) . Equation 1 represents the model's simplest expression, within the range from 2 to 2  10 7 mm 2 /s, which is applicable to almost every oil under normal work conditions.
In Equation 1,  is the oil cinematic viscosity, T is the absolute temperature, and A and B are composition-dependant constants. Figure 1 graphically represents the expression indicated by Equation 1.
This viscosity-temperature function expression model may be presented in a linear form, such as y =  0 +  1 x, where:
(a) the dependent variable is:
(d) and the angular coefficient is:
The graphic representation of this linear form is shown in Figure 2 .
The linear representation for this viscositytemperature model, based on experimentally acquired data, may be effected through the minimum square method (Massart et al, 1997). A simple way to effect that regression begins with preparing a worksheet according to the model indicated in Table 1 .
From there, one can determine the angular and linear coefficients of the regression model:
which makes possible to estimate the viscosity under different temperatures.
Linear Regression Variance Analysis
Linear regression variance analysis is based on examination of errors or residues, i.e., on differences existing between regression estimated values and regression actual values. An ideal regression model would leave no residue, i.e., all estimated values would match experimental values. However, random errors in experimental measurements produce residue different from zero. Nonetheless, a model may be considered as good if it produces very small residues, which may, within given standards, be considered negligible or non-significant. This is the fundamental point for a regression variance analysis: measurement of residue and assessment of its significance in regression, in order to test model representation of observed values (Miller and Miller, 2000) .
If using variance analysis to evaluate regression of viscosity-temperature curves, the approach 
. . A variance analysis hypothesis test attempts to verify if data "explanation" by regression is more significant than an error or residue. This is accomplished through statistic comparison between: 
In Equations 8 and 9, "n" is the number of data, and "p" is the number of parameters used in the model (in this case, p = 2).
In order to test the consistency of experimental data with the model used in the regression, a relationship between MS M and MS E is required, because, if there is no consistency, it may be statistically evidenced that ( 1 ) equals zero, and, therefore, the quotient between MS M and MS E follows the same distribution F. Hence, to have a significant regression, the following condition must be satisfied:
Normally a variance analysis table, like the one shown in Table 2 , is prepared to help with calculations.
Thus, if the calculated F value (quotient between MS M and MS E ) is higher than the F value shown in the table (1 and n-2 degrees of freedom, respectively) at a determined confidence level (α), then one should accept that the experimental data complies with the model. Otherwise, one should suspect that there are errors or deviations beyond acceptance.
Significance level determination
Before applying this procedure to evaluate viscosity-temperature curves, it is important to assure that the validity of any theoretical development is measured against experimental data. The best way to perform such measurement is through identification of a significance level that should be representative of a significant data group.
Although being usual that no greater care is expended to select significance levels in statistics inferences, normally a 5 % value (uncertainty grade of 95 %) is reported in most applications as a satisfactory balance level between the risk of accepting invalid data and the risk of rejecting true data. Nevertheless, a thorough investigation is recommended, whenever possible, before applying such statistic method.
In order to determine the most appropriate significance level to apply such acceptance standards, data from 124 oil samples from different Brazilian oil fields were gathered. For each of those samples we used experimental results of 3 viscosities obtained at 3 different temperatures, and those values were used in linear regression. 
Based on regression data for each oil sample, the quotients between MS M and MS E were calculated, and, using the F-probability function of Microsoft ® Excel, the minimum statistic probabilities for each regression were determined, so that experimental values were according to the model, i.e., with calculated F higher than tabled F. The acquired values were sequentially ordered, as shown in Figure 3 .
As shown in the Figure 3 , approximately 90 % of the 124 studied oil samples have their viscosity experimental data in accordance with the ASTM's viscosity-temperature curve model, if we apply a 5 % significance level to the variance analysis. An investigation on the 12 data that remained above the 5 % significance level indicated that five determinations resulted from low accuracy, nonrecommended methodology; two presented evidenced errors; and five could not be traced for lack of information and records (some data were more than 15 years old). Such observation suggests that using a 5 % significance level would be satisfactory to this proposed standard for data acceptance or rejection.
However, to have a useful regression for predictive purposes, it is important that such regression should be not just statistically significant, but also that the quotient MS M /MS E should be at least four times the F value (Box and Wetz, 1973). In this case, then, we may substitute in our variance analysis the following conditional: 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
An adequate recommendation of this work should be to establish two limits to accept a variance analysis in the regression of oil viscositytemperature curves. A first and more rigid limit would be established with the ratio MS M /MS E > 4 F, as a standard to use data in predictive viscosity calculations at other temperatures. A second and more flexible limit would be based on MS M /MS E > F, as a standard to accept data without evidence of deviations that should be significant for using viscosity data at temperatures of test.
At first view, the variance analysis may seem a time-consuming task, mainly if there are no computer resources available, such as spreadsheets or statistics programs. Preprogrammed electronic calculators with linear regression functions, however, are more common and available. Hence, it is also interesting to think on an alternative way to apply that acceptance standard, one that could effected without preparing a variance analysis table. The use of a determination coefficient (R 2 ) to measure regression data correlations is something well known to most professionals in technical areas, and may be well applied as a standard. In this way, one must start from determining the coefficient definition:
The acceptance standard, shown in Equation (10), may be re-written as follows:
And from Equations (10), (11), (12), and (13), the data acceptance limits may be redefined as follow: a) acceptance data without evidence of deviations: 
Considering the conditions applied to develop this work, i.e., viscosities that were determined at there different temperatures without replication (p = 2 and n = 3) and level of significance at the 5 % (F 0,05;1;1 = 161.4), the following limits can be defined: R 2 > 0.9938, when using data under experimental conditions, and R 2 > 0.9985, when using data in predictions (extrapolations and interpolations).
CONCLUSION
An analysis of results indicates that the proposed procedure may be used as a standard for accepting or rejecting oil viscosity-temperature curves, and that such standard, once based on an analysis of consistency between experimental data and a theoretical model of viscosity variation with temperature, allows us to identify deviations resulting from measurement failures or limitations, or even anomalies in oil behavior.
For experimental conditions of 3 viscosities determined at different temperatures, the 5 % significance level may be satisfactorily used in a linear regression variance analysis as a limit for data acceptance for non-predictive purposes, which corresponds to a determination coefficient of R 2 = 0.9938 (Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.9969). For viscosity data predictive purposes, the recommended limit is R 2 = 0.9985 (Pearson's correlation coefficient r = 0.9992).
For applying this acceptance standard under other conditions than those considered in this work (higher number of determinations), all parameters must be re-evaluated.
